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Cosmetology
Cosmology is the study of the structure of the universe over time

…counting from ~14Gyr ago.
• The “Big Bang” was the

beginning of the universe as we
know it

• Everything was an infinitesimally
small point, and then began
expanding suddenly

• After a rapid phase of expansion,
more expansion followed

• This expansion slowed, until
“recently” the expansion began
to accelerate
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Rate of expansion
• Space itself is expanding: everything is moving away from everything else
• Like chocolate chips in a muffin, the further away one chip is from another, the faster that

chip is moving away from the other
• Consider the closest and furthest chips in the picture.

• The closest will go from 3cm to 6cm away
• The furthest will go from 20cm to 40cm away, in the same amount of time

• Therefore the velocity is related
to the distance: 𝑣𝑣 = 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,
where 𝐻𝐻 ≈ 20 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑠𝑠

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
is the

Hubble constant
• E.g. The Virgo cluster is ~54 Mly

away and is therefore receding

from us at 𝑣𝑣 ≈ 20
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑠𝑠

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
54 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

≈ 1080 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑠𝑠



Change in Rate of Expansion

• The force of gravity means that
everything with mass is attracted
to everything else with mass

• So eventually, you would think that the
expansion would run out of steam from
the initial bang and slow down

• Instead, we see that in the past
few billion years, acceleration has
taken over



The Universe is Mostly Secret Sauce
• Cosmology is largely impacted by stuff that we know almost

nothing about
• “Dark matter” has mass, but doesn’t interact with light
• “Dark Energy” is responsible for a repulsive force

D. Spergel



How do we know the universe is expanding?

• Velocity from spectra (recall Introduction to Redshift lecture)
• Redshift is actually due to space stretching things apart!

• Distance from “standard candles”

NASA, ESA, High-Z Supernova Search Team

Borb



So what happens to everything?

One last bang (for some stuff) …then heat death
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